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Abstract
In the final dark days of World War Two, as the concept for the formation of the United
Nations was being imagined, Churchill is believed to have said ‘never let a good crisis go
to waste’. It is hard to see how COVID-19 is a ‘good crisis’, but there are ways in which
educators have sought not simply to survive these days but, by careful use of creativity,
enable our teachers and students to thrive. Amongst many other initiatives that were
generated by the ‘good crisis’, two have been worthy of note: a revised ‘Shape of the Online
Day’; and a ‘Reimagined Academic Year’, with a ‘Personal Interest Project’ available to every
student from Pre-K to Year 10.

Publication note: Along with this internal publication, a version of this article also appears in the
journal Australian Educational Leader published by the Australian Council for Educational Leaders
in Term 2, 2020.

The Shape of the O nline Day
All schools wrestled with the need rapidly to support staff for online learning and Barker was no
exception. Amidst the uncertainty, we resolved to conduct a trial online day for Years 3 – 11
before the pandemic was declared. Teaching staff remained at school and ‘taught’ to their usual
timetable after which we surveyed staff, students and parents. The feedback was invaluable,
revealing that the conventional timetable structure online led to fatigue and disengagement of
some learners. The trial showed us that maintaining the regular timetable through an online
learning practice was not going to be sustainable in the medium to long term. With over 6 hours
of screen time required to complete a school day without additional research tasks as set by
teachers, we wondered about the impact of online learning on student and teacher thriving.
Parental feedback also supported this concern.
The Curriculum Leadership Team at the School began to imagine how we could make online
learning a sustainable experience. With some medical authorities warning that the pandemic
would disrupt our community for many months, it became increasingly necessary to set a pattern
that would support learners, parents and teachers to do their best work in a new way. In the
febrile atmosphere of the shift to online learning, this required our Curriculum Leadership Team
to be imaginative and also courageous in the face of some parental objections that the normal
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timetable was being changed to suit a new situation, unlike nearby schools with whom we were
compared.
The School Curriculum Team resolved to plan a day that had variety, an opportunity to catch up
with their teachers, time to work for a longer period without interruption and a chance to interact
with their class mates, albeit in an online environment. To provide certainty, we sought to create
a model that would respond to changing governmental directives
and withSchool
student wellbeing at
Senior
the core.

Thriving in an

The use of visual materials including interactive videos was highly valued by students but brought
Online Learning Environment
challenges for some teachers for whom the camera is not a comfortable space. Our Shape of the
Day (see below) tried to limit live streaming to 30 minutes per class and then once or twice a
week. Students needed time to complete the work, not simply watch live infotainment!
Student
Shapewe
ofchanged
the Daythe timetable to four 30-minute blocks in the morning that ran parallel
Consequently,
We highly recommend that families follow this learning schedule for students in Years 10 - 11 in Weeks 9 and 10 of Term 1. Year 12
to
the
regular
timetable.
students are to follow the guidelines below until the lunchbreak, but may choose their own learning path for the afternoon.
All courses have coordinators who will provide a package of work in Canvas at the start of each week. Students will be invited
In a curious
being
liberated
from class
a set
timetable
infinitely
sustaining
experience for
periodically
to engageway,
with their
class teacher
in live streamed
check
ins. Students was
will be an
expected
to complete
work and submit
it our
for their
teacher’s feed
back.students.
Heads of Houses
remainathe
first point
contact
for students
and parents
all pastoral and academic
teachers
and
After
few
daysof of
disquiet
from
our for
community,
the Shape of Day
concerns.

became an enduring support for many. Session lengths were different to that of the regular

Sessions before lunch are principally times where students can catch up with their teachers and class. It is important that students are
classes
for most
yearday.cohorts.
not
on their device
for the entire
We are suggesting that students try to complete work after lunch by hand.
7:30am – 8:20am

Morning Routine
Establish a good morning routine that includes breakfast

8:30am

Academic Set Up
• Check your learning schedule for the week (see Canvas dashboard)
• See what live streaming (Teams) meetings you have today
• Do I have anything to submit today?

9:00am

Morning Session 1 - Academic Time
• Complete set work as set in the Canvas announcements
• You may be required to attend a live streamed (Teams) meeting at this time

9:30am

Morning Session 2 - Academic Time
• Complete set work as set in the Canvas announcements
• You may be required to attend a live streamed (Teams) meeting at this time

10:00am – 11:00am

Break
• Note that some work from Session 2 may flow in to this break
• Take a break from your screen, including social media

11:00am

Morning Session 3 - Academic Time
• Complete set work as set in the Canvas announcements
• You may be required to attend a live streamed (Teams) meeting at this time

11:30am

Morning Session 4 - Academic Time
• Complete set work as set in the Canvas announcements
• You may be required to attend a live streamed (Teams) meeting at this time
• On Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays students can work through to 12:30pm consolidating
any work that has arisen from the first four morning sessions

12:00pm – 12:30pm

Connect Time
• Go to Canvas and open the Student Connect Hub
• Check in with your classmates via the Student Connect Hub on Canvas

(Tuesdays and Thursdays)

12:30pm – 1:30pm

Lunch Break
• Prepare something healthy for lunch
• Take a break from your screen, including social media

1:30pm - 3:30pm

Afternoon Session 1 - Consolidation Time
• This is the time to work on tasks that have been set in Canvas
• Make sure you have completed work you need to get done for learning tomorrow
• Send your teacher some questions to clarify your understanding of the work you did today

3:30pm – 4:30pm

Afternoon Session 2 - Device Free Time
• Log in to Skoolbag and check out the suggested sport activities and exercises your coach has
created for you
• You could practise your musical instrument here
• Continue to work on longer term project work
• Read a set school novel or book of your choice

6:30pm onwards

Dinner
•
Free time or continue working, especially for Years 11 and 12

Figure 1: The Shape of the Day for a Secondary School student during remote learning in 2020.
Date Published: 24 March 2020
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Our plan was to have a blend of synchronous and asynchronous learning to minimise the impact
of screen time on staff and students. Students could continue to contact staff using chat in MS
Teams or email. We established protocols for communication between staff and students to the
great relief of many students and staff who were confused by many voices.
Clearly there were many students who revelled in online learning and the freedom it gave them
to work at their own pace. We surveyed students about their period of online learning and the
findings were instructive:

Figure 2: Student survey responses regarding remote learning.

Teaching staff showed remarkable agility, quickly improved their skills recording video and live
streaming classes. By necessity, we condensed what has been estimated to be two years of
professional development into two days. By reducing the number of online tools and supporting
teachers to be their best in a new environment, we sought to make COVID-19 a ‘good crisis,’ not
a wasted one.

2020 Reim agined
Amidst the rising uncertainty of daily press announcements and the forlorn task of cancellations
of much-cherished events in the life of the School, the Leadership Team began to work on a new
way of seeing 2020 – moving our approach from reactive to imaginative. With uncertainty about
the duration of social isolation and school closures, we began to imagine ways in which we could
maximise our face-to-face time in 2020. Many of us have lived through the former three-term
years. Could we reimagine 2020 as a three-term year, bringing forward time for online learning
experiences while the COVID-19 crisis was at its height, and restoring time when restrictions were
eased?
By extending the Easter break from two weeks to four weeks (following a two-week period of
online learning), we created two thirteen-week terms, with half-term breaks that coincided with
the regular school vacation periods. Hybrid learning was offered to all students from 11 May 2020.
During the first two weeks of the ‘Reimagined Term Two’, around 80 – 90% of students attended
from Pre-K to Year 12. Lessons were live streamed for those who felt unable to attend. Year 11
and 12 students completed learning packages to stay in touch during the extended break. Many
of them attended School to maintain routine.
Students in Pre-K to Year 10 were invited to submit a Personal Interest Project (PIP) on the theme
of ‘Unchartered Waters’.
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PERSONAL INTEREST PROJECT

Junior School
“Uncharted Waters” is a whole school interest project designed to inspire
the Barker community over the upcoming weeks. Students, families and
staff are encouraged to participate in a PIP which will culminate in a
showcase exhibition and awards on return to school.

Figure 3: A poster advertising the Personal Interest Project to Junior School students.

The project was an optional task to be completed individually, in groups or as a family during the
unprecedented five-week non-teaching period.
Students could submit an individual Project, form small groups or even work as a family unit using
any form of medium they liked. There were submissions from more than 1100 students, including
musical compositions, poetry, scientific research, art work, short stories and digital presentations
that accessed some of the finest minds in the world to assist them. COVID-19 gave students a
voice in their own learning experience.
The COVID-19 experience has been a difficult time for all, a ‘good crisis’ of the most enduring
kind. It is improper to pretend otherwise. Yet from this crisis has issued countless opportunities,
many of which are still being imagined as we make hesitating steps towards normality.
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Notes
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